INTRODUCTION
Between the clear cases of complements and clear cases of adjuncts lies a large twilight zone inhabited by various prepositional phrases and other dependents. For example, in generative approaches the directional PP's in (1) are typically all treated as complements. These complements are assumed to be optionally subcategorized in (1)a and b and obligatorily subcategorized in (1)c.
(1) a. Mary walked (into the office).
b. Mary moved the cabinet (into the office).
c. Mary put the book *(into a box).
Syntacticians tend to treat these PP's as complements, even when they are optional, because they behave syntactically like clear cases of complements (e.g. phrases which are obligatory or which are morphologically selected) and unlike clear cases of adjuncts (e.g.
locating time or place adverbials, manner adverbials, etc.) Relevant syntactic phenomena include extraction, proform substitution, ellipsis and anaphora, among others (Baker, 1988:239ff; Radford, 1988, inter alia) . Take for example this anaphoric binding contrast, due to Reinhart (1981) (from which (2) is taken):
(2) a. In Carter's i home town, he i is still most highly regarded. b. *In Carter's i home town, he i spends his most pleasant hours.
(3) a. In Mary's i office, she i is an absolute dictator.
b. *Into Mary's i office, she i moved the cabinet.
In the (a) sentences, the PP is a 'scene-setting' locative which locates the event as a whole; these pattern as adjuncts. In the (b) sentences, the PP is a complement (obligatory in (2)b and optional in (3)c). When fronted, adjunct PP's allow binding of a subject pronoun while complement PP's do not.
In more traditional terms, however, the optional PP's in (1)a,b are adjuncts and the obligatory one in (1)c is a complement (see Dowty, 1979:217) . Semantic accounts generally give an adjunct-like treatment to such adverbial PP's: the preposition is the functor, taking the verb and other NPs in the sentence as its arguments; or the preposition introduces a predicate on the event variable (in a neo-Davidsonian framework). An example of the first type of analysis is this simplified version of Dowty's (1979) translation of into: 1 (4) into: λzλPλyλx[P(x,y) CAUSE [BECOME [be-in(y,z) ]]]
In the derivation of (1)b, x, y, z, and P are replaced by the translations of 'Mary', 'the cabinet', 'the office', and 'move', respectively. Like these locatives, various other optional PP's such as benefactives, instrumentals, and so on have a similar schizophrenic status. Syntactic considerations tend to point to a complement status for such dependents. However, the assumption that these PP's are optionally subcategorized by the verb has several unfortunate consequences. First it means that the subcategorization frames of verbs are quite complex, as they must include vast numbers of optional PP's.
Secondly, the mechanism of subcategorization is too powerful, as it permits the verb to determine idiosyncratic morphology on the PP's, but this does not occur. Intuitively, it would seem that certain PP's are possible because the meanings of the verb and the preposition are semantically compatible (i.e., they are s-selected and not c-selected).
This paper offers a preliminary approach to this dilemma which has the effect of treating certain PP's as complements for the purposes of syntax while still giving them the semantic properties of adjuncts. We begin by raising the syntactic issue of locality of theta role assignment by prepositions. A major preoccupation of syntactic theory is the locality conditions on the expression of argument roles (cp. GB's Projection Principle, etc.): where must an argument appear, relative to the position of the predicate? Oddly, the locality question is rarely asked about the 'external arguments' of a preposition-that is, the arguments other than the preposition's object (see (4)). In this paper we show that some (though not all) such prepositions observe a syntactic constraint on the expression of a distinguished external argument. The constraint is that a particular external argument of the preposition must be expressed as a direct rather than oblique argument (term) of the governing verb. The relation between such a PP and its external argument will be called thematic predication here. An identical condition has long been noted for syntactic predication relations (Bresnan, 1982; Williams, 1980) , and a unified analysis is proposed here. On the basis of anaphoric binding facts, we further show that some of these prepositions include the external argument in their argument structure, while others do not. A partial formalization in the framework of Head-Driven Phrase Structure
Grammar (Pollard and Sag, 1994) is given in Section 6.
PP DEPENDENTS AND OBLIQUENESS
The verb carve can be used intransitively, as in (5)a below. When an object NP appears, it expresses either the product of the carving (b) or the source material (c). With the NP-PP complement pattern, both product and source can be expressed, as shown in (d) and (e).
(5) a. Martha is carving.
b. Martha is carving a toy.
c. Martha is carving a piece of wood.
d. Martha is carving a toy from a piece of wood.
e. Martha is carving a piece of wood into a toy.
See Levin (1993:56) for more Material/Product alternation verbs. When either PP appears, then the NP cannot be dropped, as shown in (6)a,b, nor can a PP substitute for the NP, as shown in (6)c,d.
(6) a. *Martha is carving from a piece of wood.
b. *Martha is carving into a toy.
c. *Martha is carving from a piece of wood into a toy.
d. *Martha is carving into a toy from a piece of wood.
To put it differently, when one or more complement appears, then there must be exactly one NP among them.
How can this pattern be explained? We can reject the suggestion that carve requires some NP complement, regardless of what theta role it expresses (perhaps that it obligatorily assigns Case, to put it in GB terms)-because this is clearly not true, as (5)a shows. If (5)a results from a process of 'unspecified object deletion', then this begs the question of why this process is not possible in (6)a and b. Another a priori possibility would be that English has a general constraint that an NP complement must be selected over PP, ceteris paribus. Then (6)b would be out because (5)b is possible, and (6)a would be out because (5)c is possible. But the many well-known transitivity alternations such as those in (7) show that such a constraint cannot possibly obtain in English. In general NP and PP complements expressing similar theta roles are free to alternate in English.
Finally we might resort to the brute force approach, and posit that all the possible subcategorization patterns in (5)- (6), and none of the impossible ones, are listed in the lexical entry for carve. But besides being uneconomical, this move would fail to explain why a great many verbs from various classes exhibit an analogous complementation
pattern. An example is the locative alternation:
(8) a. John is loading.
b. John loaded the truck.
c. John loaded the hay.
d. John loaded the truck with hay.
e. John loaded the hay onto the truck.
f. *John loaded onto the truck.
g. *John loaded with the hay.
h. *John loaded with hay onto the truck.
i. *John loaded onto the truck with hay.
Comparison of (8) with (5) Suppose further that each of the prepositions into and from assigns two roles:
The external argument is underlined in each of the argument structures in (12), (14), and (15). The arguments of the verb and preposition are shared, as proposed by Gawron (1986) and Wechsler (1995a; 1995b) . As noted in the introduction, in a sense this view is normally assumed in semantic treatments, but we will be pursuing the question of the syntactic relation between the preposition and its external argument. As shown in (14), the preposition into assigns its Product role internally (to its object a toy, in (13)b), and assigns its Material role externally (to the NP a piece of wood, in (13)b). For the preposition from, these roles are reversed (15). The idea we pursue in this paper is that the external argument of the preposition is assigned through a process analogous to the 'secondary predication' illustrated in (16)-(17) . For reasons that will become clear later,
we refer to the relation between the PP into a toy and the NP a piece of wood in (13)b as thematic predication. Hence this NP is the PP's thematic predication subject. Similarly, in (13)a the PP from a piece of wood is thematically predicated of the NP a toy.
Turning to more familiar cases of predication, there is a well-known tendency for
English predication subjects to be direct arguments (NPs) rather than obliques (PPs) (Bresnan, 1982; Williams, 1980) : Assuming that this direct argument condition applies to our thematic predicate PP's as well, this immediately explains the above data. Take the unacceptable sentences in (6), repeated here:
(19) a. *Martha is carving from a piece of wood.
In (19)a,b, the preposition lacks any expressed thematic predication subject at all (cp. We state our condition informally here (a more precise formulation is given in Section 6.2 below):
A thematic predication subject, like a syntactic predication subject, must be a direct argument.
For English verbs, the 'direct arguments' are NP (rather than PP) arguments of the verb (in case-marking languages the definition will be different, since obliques may be expressed with oblique case NP's). One important consequence of this condition is that it dramatically simplifies the subcategorization frames of verbs. Further subcategorization simplifications are discussed in the next two sections. (21) b. John addressed his trite comments to the graduating class.
c. *John addressed (with his trite comments) (to the graduating class).
According to our analysis, (22) The nouns trust and blame, unlike their cognate verbs, do not take an direct complement.
We predict, correctly, that they cannot accept PP's which require unrestricted external arguments.
NON-ALTERNATING AND UNACCUSATIVE VERBS
As we just saw in the previous section, because the preposition plays such an important role in our analysis, certain predictions carry over to other constructions where the relevant preposition occurs. The same PP[with] appearing in the locative alternation verbs like load also shows up as a complement to non-alternating verbs such as fill and cover (see Levin, 1993 :51 for further examples):
(28) a. John filled the pool with water.
(cp. *John filled water into the pool.) b. John filled the pool. c. *John covered with a blanket.
As we saw above, the argument structure of with includes an external Goal, so (28)c and (29)c with omitted Goals are correctly ruled out. On the unaccusative (anti-causative) reading of (28)c, where John is interpreted as the Goal rather than the Agent of the action, the sentence is predicted to be acceptable, since the subject is a direct argument.
Sentence (28) Note that (31)b allows only the reading in which the witch becomes a newt, and not the null object interpretation. This follows if into requires that its Material role be expressed as a direct argument. This assumption also explained the unacceptability of (6)b above (*Martha is carving into a toy).
The same prediction follows, and for the same reason, when the Agent and Goal roles of load (up) are conflated on a single argument:
(32) Marathon runners load up with carbohydrates the night before a race.
(See also footnote 2.) This forces the interpretation where the marathon runners simultaneously act as Agents and Goals of the loading-that is, they load themselves up.
The 'null object' reading, in which the runners are Agents only and some unspecified individual is the Goal, is not possible (cf. (8)g above).
These examples support the present claim that the argument structure is the proper locus of explanation for the interactions between PP complements and other cocomplements. It is the Goal role and not the direct object per se which the preposition with requires to be direct.
THEMATIC VERSUS SYNTACTIC PREDICATION
In Section 2 we characterized these PP's taking direct external arguments as 'thematic predicates'. How do they compare with ordinary 'syntactic' predicates? It turns out that some of them, but not all of them, act like ordinary predicates in that they form opaque anaphoric binding domains. In particular, this appears to occur with locative PP's, whenever the locatum (the 'theme' or item being located) is an individual (rather than the whole situation, as in external locatives).
As background, consider the locatives in (33), which are uncontroversial cases of syntactic predicates. The underlined NP acts as the predication subject for the following PP, hence closing off the binding domain, so that reflexives must be bound within this domain, while pronominals cannot be. In (34) we have non-predicative PPs: here Bill is not the subject of the following PP, so the whole clause is the binding domain (cp. Williams, 1980) . Hence the underlined locatum is the (thematic) predication subject of the following locative PP.
We note in passing that the grammaticality judgements of the (a) examples of (35)- (37) are variable and unstable for some native speakers of English. In particular, while the pronominal is always possible, a reflexive inside the PP can sometimes alternatively take a matrix subject antecedent in examples of this kind. Interestingly, these judgements depend in part on the preposition. When the action is physically directed towards the matrix subject participant, then reflexives become better, while they are correspondingly worse when the action is directed away from the matrix subject participant. This is shown in (38)-(39). In the (a) examples, the action is directed away from the agent, and the pronoun is preferred over the reflexive; in the (b) examples, the action is directed towards the agent, and the reflexive is preferred. While a full treatment of these facts is beyond the scope of this paper, it should be noted that according to our assumptions, the reflexive binding in (38)b and (39)b is mildly 'long-distance', since we have claimed that the locatum (the beer can and the medal, respectively) is the predication subject for the PP. It is in non-local binding that pragmatic conditions of the sort noted here tend to loom large. More specifically, the reflexive is preferred when the clause expresses a semantically 'reflexive' relation. See Reinhart and Reuland (1991) for relevant discussion.
Turning now to the non-locative PP's discussed above, the binding facts are less
clear, but they seem to suggest that these do not create opaque binding domains. In the following example, the reflexive is slightly awkward but the pronoun is impossible on the coreferential interpretation:
The Republicans i packed the legislature with (?)themselves i / *them i .
To the extent that the judgement of (40) is reliable, it shows that the legislature cannot be a predication subject for the PP. If it were the subject, we would expect the pronoun to be preferred to the reflexive.
In the next section we will formalize the process by which optional PP dependents from the 'grey area' between complement and adjunct are introduced into clauses. This formalization will capture the similarities and differences between the various types of PP discussed so far.
TOWARDS FORMALIZATION

Semantic combination
The essence of the present proposal is that a preposition often assigns an external theta role to an argument of the governing verb. For example, with assigns an external role to the truck, in the following:
(41) John loaded the truck with hay.
Furthermore, there is a locality condition on the expression of such argument roles: it must be a direct argument (an NP complement) of the governing verb, in this case the verb load. Our next step is to make this idea somewhat more precise.
We will use the syntactic framework of Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG, Pollard and Sag, 1994) . In HPSG the ARG-S ('argument structure') feature takes as its value a list of elements corresponding to the word's syntactic dependents.
Elements of the ARG-S are linked to semantic arguments represented within the (semantic) CONTENT feature, so that ARG-S and CONTENT taken together constitute a sort of predicate argument structure. For example, the verb donate as in (42) (42) a. John donated some money to a homeless shelter.
b. partial lexical sign for donate:
The value for the feature PRED ('predicate') is an object called a psoa ('parameterized state of affairs'; see (Barwise and Perry, 1983; Devlin, 1991) ) or called simply a 'predication object' in Sag and Wasow (1997) . A predication object is sorted according to the semantic relation (e.g. the donate-rel relation) and contains a set of features encoding the argument roles: in our illustration, the roles are DONOR, GIFT, and RECIPIENT.
The ARG-S list automatically maps onto the subject and complements according to the constraint in (43)a: this states that the first (leftmost) item in ARG-S is tokenidentical to the SUBJ (subject) and the remaining items map onto the COMPS (complements), preserving order. (43) a. verb-sign:
b. Partial sign for donate, with information from (43)a spelled out:
The VALENCE feature is roughly analogous to the traditional notion of a subcategorization frame, except that it includes the subject as well as complements, and the ordering does not necessarily correspond to linear order but rather to relative 'obliqueness' of the grammatical relations. Anaphoric binding is defined on ARG-S, as we will see below. Now consider the lexical sign for load. The idiosyncratic portion of the ARG-S list consists of two NPs, the subject NP i and the optional object NP j£k . The disjunctive index 'j£k' on the object NP indicates that this NP expresses either the GOAL or the THEME argument, as in (8) In (44) we have spelled out more of the semantic structure of this verb. In 'standard'
HPSG (Pollard and Sag, 1994 ) a verb's CONTENT value is taken to be a predication object (psoa). For our purposes we adopt a richer notion of semantic content, where the predication object is the value of the feature PRED, which is embedded within a larger CONTENT value. The other features of the CONTENT value, in this case AGENCY and BECOME, express a sort of lexical decomposition along the lines of Jackendoff (1990) and others. See in particular Davis (1996) for a lexical decomposition theory expressed in HPSG. AGENCY encodes information about the cognitive agent and any instruments manipulated by that agent; BECOME indicates the result state of the action.
The 'twilight zone' PP's discussed in this paper will be treated here as optional dependents which are not idiosyncratically subcategorized by particular verbs. Rather, as a general property of all verbs (and certain other predicators), any number of PP's (zero or more) is appended to the end of the verb's ARG-S list. The basic idea is that as far as the syntax is concerned, a verb can combine with any number of PP's of any kind; the bad cases are disallowed on semantic grounds. To use different terminology, we may say that these PP's are s-selected (via CONTENT) but not c-selected (via ARG-S).
Suffixed to the list of basic dependents of load is a list containing zero or more PP's, as indicated by the Kleene star '*'. Certain indices specified by the preposition then unify with certain indices specified with the verb, capturing the observation that the verb and preposition share certain arguments.
Any inappropriate PP (e.g. *John loaded the truck at Mary) is ruled out because its
semantic content is incompatible with that of the verb, so that unification fails.
Let us formulate a lexical sign for the preposition with found in sentences like
John loaded the truck with hay, Joe sprayed the wall with paint, etc. Constructions of this type have two main semantic characteristics (Pinker, 1989) . First, as a consequence of the action, the theme and goal become 'spatially contiguous': if Joe loaded the truck with hay, then the hay and the truck became spatially contiguous; if Joe sprayed the wall with paint, then the paint and the wall became spatially contiguous; and so on. Pinker (1989:126) further notes that verbs involving passive causation, where a substance is allowed to move under force of gravity, disallow the with-PP, as shown by comparing these lists:
(46) a. alternating:
She smeared grease on the axle /She smeared the axle with grease.
Includes brush, dab, daub, plaster, rub, slather, smear, smudge, spread, streak, heap, pile, stack, splash, inject, spatter, splatter, spray, sprinkle, squirt, load,… b. non-alternating: She dripped paint onto the floor/ *She dripped the floor with paint.
Includes drip, dribble, drizzle, dump, ladle, pour, shake, slop, slosh, spill ,… Accordingly, we posit that the meaning of with is something like 'become spatially contiguous as a result of active causation'. We posit this approximate lexical sign:
(47) Partial lexical sign for 'material' with.
VALENCE|COMPS 1 ARG-S 1 NP i
CONTENT PRED active-cause BECOME contiguous-rel THEME i LOCATION The allowable verbs, such as the ones listed in (46)a, all express relations (load, spray, etc.) which are subsorts of the relation active-cause ('active causation'), and hence can unify with it. The preposition takes two result state (BECOME) arguments, the theme and location. The Theme is expressed as the object of the preposition, as indicated by the reentrancy tag 'i' indicating token-identity between value of THEME and the value for INDEX associated with the single NP on the COMPS list. The location index unifies with an argument of the governing verb, as we will see presently.
To derive John loaded the truck with hay, we take the variant of load where the direct object expresses the GOAL role and where the verb takes one PP. For example, when a with-PP is combined with the verb load, the verb and the preposition's values for CONTENT|BECOME unify. As a consequence, the preposition's object NP restricts the THEME index; hence that NP also becomes linked to the THEME role of the verb, as desired. As noted, loading involves active causation, so load-rel is a subsort of active-cause. This produces load-rel when they unify: loadrel U active-cause = load-rel. The relations denoted by verbs like drip and the others in (46) are not subsorts of active-cause, so unification would fail for these, accounting for the impossibility of the with-PP.
Turning now to locatives like into, we argued in Section 5 above that a locative of this kind is predicated of its locatum. In HPSG binding relations are defined on the ARG-S ('argument structure') feature (see Section 6.3 below). To capture the binding facts noted above, we posit that locative prepositions have two elements on the ARG-S list, the first (here NP i ) corresponding to the predication subject, and the second (NP j ) to b. John will be into his third year of graduate study.
c. *The truck should be with boxes by now.
d. *The wall is with paint already.
In conclusion, locative prepositions always have a SUBJ specification, as shown directly by standard syntactic predication constructions as in (52), and indirectly by binding opacity effects in other environments as shown in Section 5.
The Predication Condition revisited
We are now ready to formulate the Predication Condition (20) with a bit more precision. It will be given the broadest possible formulation, so that it applies to thematic predication as well as syntactic predication.
As a general property of predicate complements in English, a predicative complement of any category except VP must express its subject locally. As noted by Bresnan (1982:380) , while VP complement predicates sometimes permit 'optional control' (54), non-VP predicates do not (55). When we say that subjects of non-VP's must be expressed 'locally', the appropriate notion of locality may be stated as follows within a lexicalist theory like HPSG or LFG:
the predicate and its subject must be cocomplements. In addition, the subject must acommand the predicate, i.e. the subject must appear to the left of the predicate on some ARG-S list. This is illustrated for the raising verbs remain, consider, be and make from (56)a ('subject-to-subject raising'), or the object of consider in (56)b ('subject-to-object raising').
In contrast, with thematically predicative prepositions such as into or with, the external argument of the preposition is not discharged through the VALENCE feature (SUBJ), but rather through semantic combination, as shown in detail in the previous section. Concretely, the ARG-S for load in (50)-in contrast to the ARG-S lists in (56)-does not specify any predication relation holding between the PP's subject and an NP. (i.e. load is not a control or raising verb). Indeed, it could not possibly do so, as its PP complement is a 'wild card' which is not selected by load. As for with-PP's, these lack a SUBJ specification, so again no predication via VALENCE features is possible.
Hence the predication mechanism is different for the prepositions on the one hand, and 'standard' predicates like fond on the other. But for the purpose of our locality condition, external arguments are roughly alike irrespective of whether they are discharged through thematic or syntactic predication. To collect together both types of external argument, we define external role as follows:
external role of a word X: an index within the CONTENT of X which is not lexically assigned to an item in X's COMPS list.
Examples of external roles are: (i) the LOCATION role of the preposition with in (47); (ii) the theme (locatum) role of the preposition into in (49); ( Note that (i) and (ii) involve thematic predication, while (iii) and (iv) involve syntactic predication.
We now state our locality condition as follows:
(59) Predication condition (reformulated).
Suppose a word X, where X is not a verb or noun, has an external role j. Then j must be the index of some NP j which a-commands X's maximal phrase.
(Recall that x is said to a-command y if there is a feature [ARG-S <…x,…y,…>] .) The maximal phrase is defined as the projection of X with a null COMPS value; for P it is the PP (with or without an unsaturated SUBJ value). Condition (59) accounts for the pattern discussed in Section 2 above. For example, we explain the ungrammaticality of (8) The essential insight behind this condition is that phrases of categories other than V or N lack a subject position, hence they must realize their subjects through other means:
namely, through syntactic or thematic predication. 4 The Predication Condition severely restricts the possible positions for that subject, relative to the predicate.
Binding with thematic and syntactic predicates
The anaphoric binding opacity effects discussed in Section 5 can be analyzed in terms of the HPSG binding theory (Pollard and Sag, 1992; .
5
(61) HPSG Binding Theory.
6
Principle A. An a-commanded anaphor (ana) must be locally a-bound.
Principle B. A personal pronoun (ppro) must be locally a-free.
Principle C. A non-pronoun (npro) must be a-free.
Definitions:
In the feature [ARG-S <…x,…y,…>], x is said to a-command y.
x locally a-binds y = x a-commands y, x and y coindexed b. John wrapped the wire i around *it i / itself i .
We treat this similarly to the predicative PP complement of want discussed above: the preposition has two items on its ARG-S list, the higher one corresponding to the locatum.
The only difference is the mechanism of predication: instead of being syntactically specified by the governing verb as it was with want, predication occurs via the semantic CONTENT feature. (65)- (67) above. 7 Thus such PP's are transparent to binding, as shown in (76).
We have looked at several ways in which PP's function syntactically in English sentences, as summarized in Here we follow Pollard and Sag (1994, Ch. 3) and others in rejecting 'small clause' analyses.
5
Earlier versions of HPSG Sag 1992, 1994) do not distinguish between ARG-S and VALENCE; instead there is one list, called SUBCAT. The ordering relation was termed o-command (for 'obliqueness command').
6
The HPSG binding theory Sag 1992, 1994) owes an obvious debt to Chomsky 1981, as recognized by the choice of terminology. However, there are at least three key differences:
(i) The distinction between a-command, which is valence-theoretic, and c-command, a configurational relation defined on phrase structure, has many consequences for the former theory which the latter does not share: subject-to-object raising structures must
